Piranha Brush Instructions

Your sweeper is equipped with the Piranha brush. Please keep this document in the truck.

Piranha is extremely aggressive and requires very little pressure to do the job. Please keep brush pressure to a minimum.

Proper Use:

1. Lower brush so that bristles are touching the ground.
2. Reduce down pressure to the point where the broom isn't quite sweeping properly.
3. Slowly increase down pressure until a clean sweep occurs.
4. Lock the broom down pressure
5. Best sweeping results occur when broom is operated in a position where the broom pattern is set with a 4 O'clock to 11 O'clock pattern

Do not use excessive down pressure. Too much down pressure will result in excessive wear and will be harder on your sweeper.

Piranha is designed to clean with the ends if it cables. Let the brush turn and slowly. Touch ends of the wire to curb and keep that line. Your gutter brush wire is now only used to do finishing work. Let Piranha do the work......

DO NOT LEAN BRUSH INTO THE CURB. Sweep as indicated in pictures above.

Happy Sweeping!!